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ABSTRACT 
The terms “Green building”, “Sustainable building”, “Living building”, “Environmental 
Architecture”and“Ecological  design”  are  concepts  of  current  movements  in  contemporary  architecture 
involving the environment-friendly mode of design, construction, and operation of new buildings, changing 
the  renovation  process  for  existing  buildings;  and  reshaping  cities  and  communities  with  emphasis  on 
environmental, functional and future -valued qualities. The focus of this paper is to explore the capability of 
green building concept and its desirable strategies for designing, constructing and retrofitting buildings, 
open spaces, roads, parks etc to minimize the impacts of the built environment on natural environment. It 
advocates  the  use  of  ecological  principles  such  as  non-toxic,  renewable  or  recycled-content  materials 
through application of this high performance design so as to create a sustainable built environment that 
improves human health and cost savings. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The natural environment works like a living organism, so also the built environment.  The people react with it and it 
reacts with people.  The Urban environments are the mirror with which we reflect our beings; to look at our cities is 
to  see  into  our  future  (Ozoenemene  2004).    Simonds  (1961)  admits  that  when  we  recreate  environment,  the 
environment recreates us. 
 
As our demands from the natural environment multiply, it is temporarily damaged.  The effects of the increase in 
size, density and spread of structures are often considered detrimental to both the natural environment and the 
expanding settlement (Lowton, 1997; Simonds, 1961).  Onibokun (1990) also observes that everything added to or 
subtracted from the landscape change it for the better or worse. 
 
“Green”, “ecological” and “environmental” are labels that symbolize the idea that the design of buildings, open 
spaces should be fundamentally taken account of their relationship with and impact on the natural environment. 
This is a response to a well known fact that the built environment, the very means by which we attempt to create 
secure conditions, is itself seen becoming a source of hazard and threat.  Giddens (1999) puts it succinctly as he said 
that …. very recently in historical terms we started worrying less about what nature can do to us, and more about 
what  we  have  done  to  nature.    This  marks  the  transition  from  the  predominance  of  external  risk  to  that  of 
manufactured risk. 
 
The objective of this paper is to explore the prospects of the use of green building concept as the ethical response to 
both  global  and  local  environment  as  well  as  resource  issues  in  the  construction  industry.  It  advocates  the 
application of its desirable strategies which is capable of enhancing the sustainability of built environment. 
 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY OF THE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT 
 
The World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), led by the Norwegian Prime Minister, Gro 
Harlem Brundtland, in 1987 defined “Sustainable development as development which meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generation to meet their own needs”(WCED,1987). 
 
Sustainable development can be defined comprehensively as a social, economic, environmental and cultural shift, a 
unique perspective of portraying the world around us, improving prototypes  and styles of living that facilitate the  46 
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preservation of habitat, the conservation of non renewable energy sources so that world ecosystems are not damaged 
beyond repair. 
 
The principle 2 of the Stockholm Declaration defines the environment to include “the natural resources of the earth 
including the air, water, land, flora and fauna and especially representative samples of natural ecosystems” (UN 
CHE, 1972). Accordingly, environment encompasses both the features and products of the natural world and those 
of human civilization (Sands 1995; Barrow, 1995).Thus, the built environment is known to be man- made buildings 
and other physical structures like open spaces including roads, parks, green areas which cater for the different 
functional activities of man so as to improve our social, health, environmental and economic well being of our 
society. Unfortunately it has turned to be a source of danger to us. 
 
The idea behind environmental sustainability is to leave the earth in a better shape for future generations than we 
found it for ourselves.  Human activity is only environmentally sustainable when it can be performed or maintained 
indefinitely without depleting natural resources or degrading the natural environment. The seventh United Nations’ 
Millennium Development Goals recognize that environmental sustainability is part of economic and social well 
being, unfortunately exploitation of natural resources such as forests, land,water,and fisheries have caused alarming 
changes in our natural world in recent decades (WRI, 1992).  
 
THE CONCEPT OF GREEN BUILDING 
A small group of forward-thinking architects, wide range of early environmentalists such as Barry commoner, Lester 
brown and ecologists were inspired by works of Victor Olgay (Design with climate,1963), Ralph Knowles (Form 
and  Stability,1968),  and  Rachel  Carson  (Silent  spring,1962)  which  led  to  the  foundation  of  green  building 
movements. 
 
Also, in response to myriad of contemporary concerns about  the effects of human activities, energy crisis and global 
environmental impacts, several institutional bodies were established in different parts of the world to find a lasting  
solution. These include the British green building rating system; BREAM (The Building Research Establishment 
Environmental  Assessment  Method),  USGBC  (United  States  Green  Building  Council),  IISBE  (International 
Initiative for Sustainable Built Environment) etc.  
 
Green Building is an adopted practice to save the environment after the modern construction is out of tune with 
ecosystem of the planet. Charles, 2004 opines that high performance green buildings are facilities designed, built, 
operated, renovated, and disposed of using ecological principles for the purpose of promoting occupant health and 
resource efficiency plus minimizing the impacts of the built environmental on the natural environment. 
 
“Sustainable” or “green” building can be defined as those buildings that have minimum adverse impacts on the built 
and  natural  environment,  in  terms  of  the  buildings  themselves,  their  immediate  surroundings  and  the  broader 
regional and global setting.  
 
STRATEGIES OF THE GREEN BUILDING CONCEPT 
Buildings and other structures have effects on the environment during their entire life cycle. Although the tangible 
impacts are visible only after construction begins, decisions made on drawing board have long-term environmental 
consequences. The following are strategic plans of the green building concept. 
 
(a)  Pre-design 
Green building concepts create an environmentally sound and resource-efficient buildings by using  an integrated 
approach  to  design:  client  representative,  project  manager,  planning  consultant,  architectural  consultant,  civil, 
mechanical,  electrical,  plumbing  and  structural  engineers  as  well  as  landscape  architect,  interior  designer, 
sustainability  consultant  and  other  consultants  as  required  by  the  project  need  to  work  together  to  ensure 
environmental sustainability. 
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(b)  Site selection and Site design 
Site characteristics such as vegetation, topography, geology, climate, natural access, solar orientation patterns, water 
and drainage, and existing utility and transportation should be analyzed and assessed. A thorough topographic site 
plan depicting topography, natural and built features of existing conditions should be prepared.  This will enhance 
the design and add aesthetic, economic and practical value. 
 
Integration of the building and structures with the site so as to maximize and preserves positive site characteristics 
and enhances human comfort, safety and health. 
 
(c)   Building Design 
Design  for  the  environment;  a  building  should  be  understood  as  an  ecosystem  through  which  natural  and 
manufactured  resources  continually  flow.  Adaptive  re-use  of  existing  structures  instead  of  demolition  and/or 
constructing a new building should be considered. Smaller is better; use of space through careful design should be 
optimized so that the overall building size and resources use during construction and operation are kept to minimum.  
 
For natural cooling, building orientation and design that captures trade wind and/or provides for convective cooling 
of interior spaces when there is no wind should be adopted. 
-  Tree planting to shade buildings and paved areas. 
-  Light coloured paving (concrete) and building surfaces. 
-  Reflective or light coloured roofing, radiant barrier or insulation. 
 
(d)  Energy Use. 
Buildings  that  are  designed  with  high-efficiency  mechanical,  electrical  and  plumbing  system  save  significant 
amounts of energy over lifespan. The renewable resources such as wind, solar, and biomass power generation should 
be exploited to further reduce consumption. 
 
The building orientation should be geared towards minimizing cooling loads through site shading, carefully planned 
east-west  orientation,  and  consideration  of  natural  ventilation  by  channeling  trade  winds  and  maximizing  day 
lighting. 
 
 (f)  Material efficiency and waste management 
The  sustainable  construction  materials  and  products  that  are  efficient,  environmentally  sensitive  and  locally 
available should be used through careful evaluation of several characteristics such as re-use and recycled content, 
zero or low off-gassing of harmful air emissions. 
 
The dimensional planning and other material efficiency strategies should be used in order to reduce the amount of 
building materials needed and cut construction cost. 
 
(g)  Indoor Air Quality 
Indoor air pollution can be controlled by selecting products and finishes that are low or non-toxic and low VOCs 
(Volatile Organic Compounds) emitting. Common sources of indoor chemical contaminants are adhesive, carpeting, 
upholstery, manufactured wood products, pesticides and cleaning agents. 
 
A careful design of a Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) systems with adequate supply of outdoor 
air, good ventilation rates, even air distribution should be considered. Also sufficient time for paint and finishes 
must be allowed so as to dry before installing carpet and upholstery furniture in order to minimize absorption of 
VOCs into surrounding materials. 
 
BENEFITS OF GREEN BUILDING OVER CONVENTIONALS ONES 
(i)  Protection of Ecosystem and resource conservation 
A typical convectional building, a code compliant building makes a minimal efforts to address energy, water issues 
and totally ignores materials waste, resource conservation, impacts on the construction site among others are not  
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specifically covered in the building code. Ecosystem protection, efficiency in the use of key resources like energy, 
water, materials and land are of primary importance of green building.  
 
(ii)  Integrated and systemic approach to design 
The green building incorporates an integrated team of professionals at the project’s conceptual design phase. This 
approach ensures that the building is designed as one system rather than a collection of stand-alone system. The 
entire life cycle of the building and its constituent components are carefully considered from resource extraction to 
use in the building and disposal at the end of its useful life. 
 
(iii)  Economic Performance 
The  green  building  provides  an  array  of  financial  benefits that  conventional  buildings  had  failed  to  do.  These 
benefits include lower operating costs via reduced energy, water costs, waste disposal lower environment and green 
house emissions costs. It also reduces maintenance and replacement costs due to greater durability of materials. (iv) 
 
Indoor Environment Quality 
The conventional construction generally discards issues of Sick Building Syndrome (SBS) or Building Related 
Illness (BRI). There is ample evidence that on the order of 40% of all illness can be traced to buildings and homes 
where people live, work, or attend school, mosque, church or sporting events. The typical indoor pollutants include 
formaldehyde, gasses that are emitted from certain building materials such as particle boards, some floor coverings, 
solvents from paints, finishes for floors, insulation and other materials.  
 
The green buildings squarely address the key area of human and environmental health with respect to improved 
indoor  environment  quality  by  making  extensive  use of products of  finishes  with low  to  zero  volatile  organic 
components, formaldehyde. 
 
(v)    Protection of public health and improvement of enhanced productivity 
Generally, people spend 90% of their time indoors, and the concentration of  Pollutants indoors is typically higher 
than outdoors, sometimes by as much as 10 or even 100times (US,EPA, 2003).A sustainable building has tangible 
public health and productivity benefits as a result of using an integrated approach to create environmentally sound 
and resource- efficient buildings. 
 
A measurable benefit such as enhanced day lighting, natural ventilation, better sitting, improved indoor air quality in 
buildings  associated  with these  “green”  features  include enhanced  worker  and student  productivity,  as  well  as 
reduced absenteeism and illness. Judith, 2000 affirms that a study at Herman-Miller showed up to 7% increase in 
worker productivity following a move to a green, day light facility. Another study performed by the Heschong-
Mahone group looked at students in three cities and found that students in classrooms up to 20% better than those in 
classrooms that had little daylight. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS  
(i).Nigeria Green Building Council (NGBC) should be established to shoulder the responsibility of preaching the 
gospel of environmental awareness, understanding the building ecosystem through which natural and manufactured 
resources flow as well as giving the stakeholders the skills and knowledge-bases to seek and find sustainable design 
solution. It also ensures green building certification. 
 
(ii).An integrated approach to design should be encouraged by relevant authority on building designs, construction 
techniques  and  operations.  This  interdisciplinary  team  should  include  Client  representative,  Project  manager, 
Planner, Architect, Engineers, Landscape expert, interior designer, Sustainability consultant and others. 
 
(iii).Use of resources-efficient building materials with recycled content, low embodied energy, recycled, renewable, 
environmentally benign, non-toxic, low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) emitting, durable products that give 
highlife cycle value for the cost since maintenance culture in this part of the world is a nothing but a disaster. 
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 (iv).Good Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) should be strongly encouraged by carefully selecting products and finishes that 
are low or non-toxic and low VOC emitting air, Asbestos, Lead paint, pesticides, formaldehyde adhesive, carpeting, 
upholstery copy machines among others are common sources of chemical contaminants. 
 
(v).Optimized  use  of  interior  space  by  Architects  through  careful  design  so  that  the  overall  building  size  and 
resources used in constructing and operating would be kept to a minimum. 
 
(vi).Locally produced building materials save energy and pollution generation as a result of proximity. 
 
CONCLUSION 
This paper specifically examined our built environment and critically suggests best ways to achieve sustainability 
through green building approach. This concept provides a platform for our resources to be used in an ecological and 
efficient manner so as to reduce overall impact to the environment. 
 
It also gives array of financial and environmental benefits of green building compare to conventional ones such as 
protecting  occupants’  health,  improving  employee  productivity,  water  and  energy  savings  as  well  as  ensuring 
integrated systems approach as applied to buildings and other structures. 
 
Lastly,  some  recommendations  which  implementation  would  contribute  towards  achieving  a  sustainable  built 
environment were made. 
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